S TA N D O U T S TAT E

Massachusetts
Putting everything to the test

Massachusetts has leveraged its strong data system to ask hard questions about what’s
working in the state and to pinpoint opportunities to strengthen its teacher pipeline.
Building a strong data system
Massachusetts has a strong data system, assigning candidates a unique identifier when they
enroll in teacher preparation, which follows candidates through their preparation program
and test taking and into the classroom. This system allows the state to track diversity at
each stage of the teacher pipeline, augmenting policymakers’ efforts to identify where to
direct resources to support more teachers of color in entering and staying in the classroom.1
Using this data system, Massachusetts is one of the few states able to track pass rate data
at the program level and to identify which test takers are enrolled in prep programs and
which are not.
Publicly reported pass rate data is available to evaluate the teacher pipeline
Massachusetts is one of only a few states to invite evaluation of its licensure tests, allowing
it to build onto what is working and to make necessary changes to what is not. One question
that is frequently raised about licensure tests is whether they predict teachers’ effectiveness,
and most of the time they do. To explore this question in their own state context,
Massachusetts recently engaged with researchers to examine the relationship between
licensure tests of teachers’ basic skills and content knowledge and teachers’ effectiveness.2
This study found that teachers’ licensure test scores are correlated with teachers’ valueadded ratings and their summative performance measures; the correlation for value added
was similar across racial groups and was stronger for performance ratings for teachers of
color.
Massachusetts makes pass rate data publicly available, publishing both the pass rates reported
through Title II and additional pass rate data broken out by race and ethnicity. The state also
offers a system through which organizations can see their own MTEL pass rates and retake
rates by program area and candidate demographic variables, although this is not available to
the general public.
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The state is extending this exploration to alternative measures of teachers’ content
knowledge, launching a three-year pilot study to determine whether alternative assessments
to the communication and literacy skills and subject-specific Massachusetts Tests for
Educator Licensure (MTELs) could serve as a reliable measure of a candidate's future
effectiveness.3 In addition, the state is making use of the unfortunate circumstances of the
pandemic to evaluate how student learning is affected when the state issues more emergency
certifications.4
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